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$187,000 Contract Awarded to TJC
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
While on a U.S. tour of seven
major universities, Dr. Masry
visited T.J.C.
the advice
of a Washington consultant,
Dennis Winters.
Mr. Winters advice that an al
ternative school would prove an
interesting sidelight to Dr.
Masry's scheduled tour of
places like Harvard and the Uni
versity of Michigan has proven
fruitful for T.J.C. Mr. Winters
knowledge of T.J.C. comes
from his former job as a Dean
of the college.
According to Dr. Harrison,
out of that seven university
tour, T.J.C. is the only school
to have received a contract
with Saudi Arabia.
Some of the more important
reasons for T.J.C.'s receiving
the contract
include,
the
school's intensive field study
§ program in archaeology and its
- experiencial Learning Format.
This program is being viewed as
^ a test run with more such pro
grams possible in the future.
Two students from T.J.C.
will take part in the whole U.S.
end of the program and at least
two students from other parts
ate sites in their Homeland to of the campus plan to take part
have their techniques evaluated at least in the summer field
by Dr. William Harrison and Dr. study in New Mexico. The pro
gram is still open to all students
Abdullah H. Masry.
The final draft for this pro wtio get Dr. Harrisons approval
posal was worked out in Lon before June.
The Saudis will spend 10
don over spring break by Dr.
William M. Harrison and by Dr. months of their program in
Abdullah H. Masry Director field studies in New Mexico.
General, Antiquities and Mus The rest of their time will be
eums, Ministry of Education spent in classes, such as a semi

under

nar on statistics and computers,
and in courses dealing with
museum proceedures and pho
tography.
The 107 credit course outline
for the Saudi Arabian trainees is
designed to provide a Certifi
cate in Applied Archaeology for
them upon completion of their
studies.

Visa problems have held up
the early arrival of the Saudis,
but it's expected that they will
show up only a few weeks late
for spring term.
The Saudi Arabian program
has also been approved and
signed
by
Vice
President
Niemyer.

i

Lake Huron Hall

Out o f seven universities,
TJC is the only school
to have received a contract
with Saudi Arabia.
(L.H.H)-- The Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia and Thomas Jef
ferson College have just com
pleted the signing of a $187,378 contract to train seven pro

fessional people from the Saudi
Arabia department of Antiqui
ties and Museums in the princi
pals of archaeology.
The course outline for the
Saudi Arabian students begins
wiih a 3 hour a day entensive
english course from Develop
mental Skills Institute (D.S.I.),
and will end with all seven
trainees being placed at seper-

TJC Professor-William Harrison

Once Again Uncle Sam Wants You!
If some see a new draft as an inevitability, no one's willing to
W A SH IN G TO N , D.C. (CPS)- On February 9, Sen John Stennis
predict
just what form conscription would take. Secretary of De
(D Ms) rose in the U.S. Senate to call for a "fair and equitable"
fense Harold Brown, for one, wants women participating in the
military draft. Chairman of the powerful Senate Armed Forces
Committee, Stennis complained the volunteer recruitment system,
in effect since the Selective Service structure was disbanded in
I972, wasn't working: "We're simply not getting the manpower."
Now, a month later, hearings on the new draft, which would af
fect 11 million college students as well as the other 36 million
Americans between the ages of 18-29, have begun that would re
vivify the draft, most would offer some variations on the draft
ended seven years ago.
The impetus behind the calls for conscription is the Pentagon's
worry about declining enlistment. Department of Defense studies
released last December show that the volunteerism that helped
the armed forces fill 105 percent of its manpower requirements in
1975 fell to 90 percent in 1978. The Navy and the Marines filled
only 85 percent of their 1978 quotas. The Arm y's Ready Reserve
units, used for quick insertion into front lines if there is a military
emergency, have only 180,000 of 730,000 places filled. Defense
thinks it would taka 250 days to mobilize the 650,000 recruits
needed to meet an emergency.
Draft advocates don't think even slicker advertising for the vol
unteer army will help, either. Like colleges, the armed forces face
a drop in the number of eligible candidates. The 2.2 million
people eligible for the military this year will fall to 1.7 million by
1985.
Les Aspin, (D-Wi) of the House Armed Services Committee, still
doesn't like the idea of a new draft Peacetime conscription, he
says, "is essentially unfair". To say we ought to overthrow or
change the all-volunteer force just because you have a problem
with the reserves is to change 90 percent because of a problem
*vftKT l i t H a t ,
s & c if e s n
o er
with 10 percent".
—
IT a
' "
But a staffer with the House committee told CPS that "enough
people are thinking about a d aft right now" to make it a reality in
the near future. Passage this year seems slight since Stennis' draft On January 29 he told the House committee that "registra
Senate Armed Services Committe already has a heavy workload tion rftould include women if it tdcas place:" Stennis, however,
this session, and is not expected to vote it onto the Senate floor.
disagrees: " I don't believe (women) have the physical capacity for
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rugged kinds of duty, such as driving a tank over a terrain."
Vet another version of the draft now seeming to gain support is
a universal service plan, in which all people perform some kind of
"national service."
The idea was first proposed in 1906 by Prof. William James of
Stanford. He called the plan "the moral equivalent of war."
Different versions of the plan (and uses of the phrase) have been
floating around since. The last such bill to come to Congress was
in 1970. Now, talk is that a universal service plan could be adopt
ed and in effect before the fall, 1980, semester gets under way.
Jacqueline G. Wexler, president of Hunter College in New Vork,
is pushing the universal service idea along with former Bryn Mawr
president Harris Wofford. They ask for voluntary participation in
projects like tutoring, social work, hospital aid, urban develop
ment, and other, essentially non-military tasks. Wexler, who help
ed form the Committee for the Study of National Service in Wash
ington, D.C. in February says mandatory registration would prob
ably be a part of the plan. Vet it would, Wexler maintains, give
men and women an alternative to military service should the
draft be reinstated.
The idea has been formalized in a bill, introduced in February
by Rep. Paul McCloskey (R-Ca). His "Y o u th Service" plan would
have all 17-year-olds of both genders registering. The registrant
could choose between some non-military service and become el
igible for a military lottery. The "service" of either choice would
last one year.
Still another version of the same idea would give 18-year-olds
four options. They can put in two years of military service in
return for 36 months of education benefits or training assistance.
They could also sign on for six months of active duty, followed by
another five and a half years in the reserves. The other alternative
mimic thechoices open under McCtoske/s plan.
President Carter, of course, has called for some kind of manda
tory registration for 18-to-26 year olds. Tire registration would
not necessarily be the same thing as automatic military service, but
in all probability the registrant would take tests and be rl— ifled
according to availability in case of emergency.

/
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Lanthorn Organizationm Reorganized
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Letters
Dear Editors,
Everyone that I have spoken
to says that this was the best
LAN T O O N ever, with one
exception: the picture of the
Dearest Editor,
Many local necrophiles and
necroboviphils were quite insult
ed by your L A N T O O N inuendos
that local A.C. D.C. Bluegrass
band, (called the Knights of Colombus or something like that)
are "Necros" and members of
the National Necrophilos Associ
ation to Combat Posthumis Pla
cidity (N N A C P F ), they are notl
Indeed these punks could
never stand up to our rigerous
standards of in-depth self evalu
ation and col, hard pragmatism

"radiation victum" which hap
pens to be yours truly. As a
staff member, I can appreciate
the humor intended and that it
was just a joke.
However, as a poor college
student, I hope you can apprec
iate me suing you and the
school for every cent it has.
See you in court, fools!
Sincerely,
Bear
President
Bear Valley State Colleges

C E N T E R —AI6gai m / o e t in 9 t i o n
••C

in t o

questionable business practices
have temporarily shifted the
hierarchy at the L A N T H O R N
offices. Investigations by the
Campus Judiciary and the
Newspaper Advisory Board
have been initiated to see if
abuses of the Student Code
and the Student Organization
Handbook occurred in deal
ings using an "off-campus"
checking account which held
revenues from the L A N 
THO RN. Named in referrals
to the Campus Judiciary,
filed by Director of Student
Activities and Organization
Jeff Brown, were Editor-in
1 Chief Gerald Masel, former
Business Manager Daniel Koppenaal and former Production
Chief of the LA N T H O R N , Bill
Koski.
The questions of the prop
riety of the account, held at
Old Kent Bank, were brought
to light when Advertising Man
ager Dan Castle and Managing
Editor Kurt Bertges began ex
aming cancelled checks from
the account. Bertges had been
j appointed Interim Business
Manager, with the resignation

The Lanthorn Staff

in the face of dying but salvagable civilization.
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Thank you,
Hyman (Al) Zubriface

c la s s ifie d s
Wanted to buy-used flute.
Call
MarySue
875 7254.
Keep trying.
"Want to spend this summer
sailing the Caribbean? The
Pacific? Europe? Cruising
other parts of the world aboard
sailing or
power
yachts?
Boat owners need
crews! For Free informa
tion, send a 1.5 cent stamp to
Xanadu, 6833 So. Gessner,
Suite 661, Houston, Tx.
77036"

If you missed the Depart
ment of Natural Resources
when they were on campus
during Summer Work Week,
*•/»•
i »w»»ii n11
y u/u

IIU V U

»»«
A tk n r /VMlAr.
U IIU U IU I
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tunity on Tuesday, April 17.
A representative from D N R
will return to campus to in
terview students for summer
work in parks, fisheries and
game areas,
All students
who are interested and who
have not been interviewed
yet, even if you are unsure
of your College Work-Study
eligibility, are urged to set up
an appointment by contact
ing the Student Employment
Office in Seidman H ouse8956611, extension 238.

Lqretta Lea, experienced
yoga instructor, will offer
special noon hour yoga clas
ses for office personal, stu
dents and faculty. Class will
present a wide variety of gen
tle stretching and breathing
exercises,
also relaxation
techniques for
improved
health and well being. Class
begins Wednesday, April 11,
1979, for eight weeks. Spec
ial rates for sftidenisl For
registration and information,
ceil: Loretta L e a -949-3574,
Shirley Payne— 364-0172.

0f Koppenaal at a iate Feb
ruary N A B meeting, thus gain
ing access to records that were
previously unexamined. The
findings of Bertges' and Cas
tle's rummaging were brought
to the attention of Brown and
NAB chair Rudy Carlson.
The matter of the checking
account took precedent over
the other financial woes of the
LANTHORN.
Dean of Stu
dent Life, Richard Mehler,
formed an audit team com
prised of members from Stu
dent Senate, the Budget de
partment, the N AB and Stu
dent Activities Office. They
traced as closely as possible
this year's financial history of
the L A N T H O R N and the sub
sequent report was submitted
to Mehler's office.

T H O R N revenues.
Said Bertges, "While many
expenditures from the account
may have raised some eye
brows, a good deal of the
money spent was for undoubtably legitimate reasons. Stu
dent salaries, equipment, and
unexpected expenses were all
covered with the funds from
the account in question."
In order to protect the
rights and privacy of individ
uals and in hopes of avoiding
any pre-trial predjudice, much
of the information regarding
the case has been kept confi
dential. Upon completion of
the judicial procedings, the
N A B w'll review the entire
situation and make decisions
regarding the future opera
tions of the LA N T H O R N .

_Applications are now being accepted for the
positions of Editor-in - chief and Business
Manager for the Lanthorn for the 1979-80
academic year. Applications can be picked up in
the Lanthorn office (downstairs in the Campus
Center) and completed forms should be returned to
Kurt Bertges at the office.
Deadline for applications is April 9,1979.
Applications should also include a rough plan of
what directions and changes would take place
under the applicants duration of employment.
Resume should include all related experience.
Final interviews will be held the week of April 9-13.
The News Advisory Board will announce its
selection on April 20,1979.

Editor-In-Chief..........................................Jerry Masel
Managing E d ito r.......................................Kurt Bertges
News E d it o r ............................................... Doug Fast
Features Editor....................................... Linda Merlotti
Sports Editor........................................................ LeeLamberts
Chief Photographer..................................... Steve Denn
Art D irector............................................ Rik Holzger
Chief Artist............................................. Don Gunsch
Production Chief...............................Cindy Vandenbelt
Copy E d it o r ........................................... Mike Hubbell
Editorial A s s t .........................................Nancy Hatton
Advertising M gr.......................................... Dan Castle
Circulation M g r..........................Tom "B ea r" Makarchuk

The Lanthorn is the weekly student publication of the
Grand Valley State Colleges. Editorials are the opinions of
the writers on the paper’s staff and do not necessarily repre
sent the official policies of the Colleges, or the student body.

Judicial referals , filed inde
pendently of any NAB or aud
it team investigation, are to
culminate in hearings of the
Carr,pus Judiciary, slated to
begin this week.
Currently, the student ad
ministration of the L A N 
T H O R N is hoping to keep
the paper running smoothly.
BertgeS, as Managing Editor,
has assumed editorship in
Masel's absence and shares fin
ancial duties with advertising
chief Castle. The off-campus
account books are in the
hands of Brown and that ac
count has since been closed,
leaving only the on-campus
depository, which provides a
computerized print out to the
Student Activities office, for
the channelling of L A N 

com ing...

Another athletic build
gone soft.

The Music Club in the Country.

Double chin from
lots of pizza with
double

Lay back & enjoy
your favorite spirits
in rustic, handcrafted,
cabin suroundings.

Sunken chest.
Makes breathing
hard.
600 calories.
Tennis elbow.
Great for resting
on table tops.

Wed. & Thurs. no cover. Wed. is
Pitcher Night Thurs. is Shot & Pop.
UONS” Apr. 4 - 7 Rock & Roll
zy ” Apr- 11 14 Progresiive Country

P

*

H orsefeather9* Apr. 25-28 Progressive
Country

ibage
C rik”o> Apr. 18-21 Bluegrass
SILO
— E

Wl

GOPHER

M 45

cg
SI

Leonard st.

24 th

I I min from campus

Belt overhang, makes
tying shoes a problem.
stiff knee. Used mainly
to walk to refrigerator
and back.

So you've got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do some
thing about it. And a
good way to get
started is by read
ing the next issue
of ’in sid e r"-th e
free supplement to
your college newspaper
from Ford.
You’ll find tips on exercise,
training and sports. And you'll discover
a few of the unusual ways some athletes
stay in shape. It's not all running and
weight lifting. And you'll also find
some very interesting information about
how to shape up your ride with the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Swollen anklet.
All-around gluttony.
Hasn't touched his
toes in years.

t4<

FORD
FORD D IVISIO N
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Final Retrenchment Plan Due Soon; Some Faculty Balk

NEWS
ANALYSIS

Rapid steps taken to trim and reorder the G V S C budget follow
ing predictions of continuing radical decline in enrollment have aIarmed some observers here almost as much as the problem which
provoked them.
In the process termed "retrenchment", the administration has
instructed the heads of all academic and service units at Grand
Valley to assign dollar values to each of their activities and to
rank them in order of priority.
The purpose is to see where costs can be cut and money for
new and existing fucntions can best be reallocated to both deal
with the next year's expected budget deficit and to ' meet the
challenge of the 1980's", according to President Arend Lubbers.
In response to projected decline of nearly a thousand Fiscal
Year Equated Students (FY E S) by fall 1980-a low previously
forecast to occure in 1983-Lubbers said that G V SC may have a
budget deficit for next year of between S900.000 and $1,900,000,
and announced the formation of a Budget Process Task Force on
Jan. 29. On Feb. 23, the Task Force issued a report calling for
"reallocation based on institutional priorities." It said that all
units on campus would rank each of their services and report
them to their divisional vice-presidents by March 19.
The plan calls for deeper cuts than are needed to balance the
budget. Other cuts will be made so that money may be reallocat
ed to areas which are considered strong and which are expected to
grow.
The document called for the participation of "appropriate
governance groups," (e.g. William James Council, C AS Senate,
etc.) in these evaluations. The process is scheduled to end when
President Lubbers takes his choice of these proposals to the Board
of Control for approval by late April or early May.
The very suddenness of the enrollment crisis has come as a start-

Jefferson College do not have "programs" per se.
Walkoe also says that the figures used to estimate enrollment
trends at William James fail to indicate a 2% increase in student
retention between fall and winter terms this year. He believes that
this report, which was submitted for use by reallocation commit
tees before winter registration had ended, may lead to an under
estimation of the school's strength and contribute to unnecessary
cuts.
Another concern is the question of tenure and long term faculty

ling epilog to a lengthy institutional self study conducted by
G V SC for the North Central Accreditition Association which end
ed last fall. This effort had culminated in a five year plan to guide
the growth of Grand Valley.
Because of the size of the expected reallocation, the entire
base budget of the colleges will be reviewed this spring, poten
tially changing many features, of the institution already accepted
by the Board of Control in the five year plan.
Vice President for Administration, Ronald Van Steeland said
that retrenchment was called for by the five year plan because of
anticipated future decline in enrollment and other factors affect
ing Grand Valley. However, Van Steeland admitted that the
Budget Task Force was not specifically mentioned as the expected
mechanism for retrenchment in the five year plan, by created by
President Lubbers through executive order to deal with the pres
ent emergency.
Will Walkoe a William James professor, feels that the structure
of the present retrenchment process does not allow for adequate
representation by students and faculty, and literally "throws the
five year plan out the window". Walkoe also says that it is ex
pected that all units will evaluate themselves by rating their pro
grams in order of their importance though schools such as Thomas

PIRG IM Presents:

contracts.
. . .
, .
The executive council of the faculty senate (ECS) has thus far
failed to ratify the reallocation process because endorsement
might compromise the legal positions of teachers who are laid
off in violation of their contracts. The administration has stated
that seniority and affirmative action will be among the lowest
criteria in deciding who will be released.
At the ECS meeting of March 30, Seidman Graduate School in
structor John Bornhofen expressed reservations about faculty
staff guidelines presented by Personnel Officer Rosemary Alland.
"I don't see anything here that protects tenure here at Grand
Valley," Bornhofen said.
TJC representative Earl Heuer said that endorsing a document
which tenured teachers might later have to contest in court
would be inappropriate for a body such as ECS which purports
to represent all faculty.
At the same meeting, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Glenn Niemeyer defended retrenchment policies by saying that
while the process is not perfect, there is not enought time to ac
comodate everyone's interests.
" I understand that there is widespread anxiety on campus. I
understand and appreciate that.... I realize that there is a call for
academic and administrative leadership. I will provide some of
that leadership. But there needs to be faculty input. There will
be faculty input. But no plan can encompass all of our princi
pals." Niemeyer said.

WJC will Host National Conference

Nuclear P o w er:

Implications on Health

By Nancy Hatton

Dr. Harold Larson, GVSC
physicist, will discuss health issues
and answer questions on
Nuclear Power

(W.J.C.)~ William James College will be hosting a national confer
ence concerning career education and the liberal arts next Monday
and Tuesday, April 9 and 10. All William James classes have been
canceled for the two days in order to leave students free to attend
conference presentations.
Representatives from many.other schools will be in attendance,
and quite an intensive program has been planned.
On Monday morning, Zelda F. Garrison from the University of
Michigan will speak on "Education and Vocation in the World".
That afternoon, WJC Dean Adrian Tinsley will speak on the " I n 

When: Thurs. Apr. 5 at 12:00 Main Lounge
C.C. G V S C

tegration of liberal and career studies: the William James Exper
ience."
Later Monday, from 3:30 to 5:00 there will be a series of pres
entations to introduce four William James projects: Prospect
House, Bellknapp area projects, open space management, and
three nature center designs.
Another speaker, Johnathan Z. Smith, Dean of the University
of Chicago, will talk about the "State of the Liberal Arts."
On Tuesday morning there will be a panel discussion, and on
Tuesday afternoon there will be workshops which will include the
guests.
The concluding conversation for the conference Tuesday will
feature speaker Peter Elbow.

SUMMER INSTITUTES
The Center for General and Career Studies at Oakland University
is offering four summer credit courses of special interest to
guest students

COMPOSITION:

PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE

(English 500)

NEW HORIZONS IN TEACHING AND LEARNING U.S. HISTORY
(History 592 )
D ata:
Credit:
Tim a :

Dates:
July 2-July 26
Credit:
4 graduate hours or audit
Tivnae:
1-5 p.m., fiva days per week
Instructors: W. Garcia, Learning Skills
J. Rosen, English

Inrtructor:

Com m unity and non-univarsity faculty will include: nationally recogninzed compoetition teacher James Moffat; writing program diractor Angela Oorankamp; jnd
English teacher Marla Jackson.

Jun* 26 August 2
4 graduate ersdita or audit
Tuaiday. Wednesday and Thursday, 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Dr. W.P. Strauss, History

The focui will be on recant teaching techniques and historical subject matter
of special intarat to secondary teachers and librarians. Faculty include:
Larry Kulisak, University of Windsor; Stanley Sohrick. Wayne State University;
Charles Aken. DaWrtt D y k a . and Carl Otthaus of Oakland University.

The institute course will include lectures and workshops particularly attractive for
Junior high, senior high, and community collage taecher.

LAW AND LEGAL EDUCATION (Political Science 441 or 490)
"S U M M E R PROGRAM IN M EXIC O ”
Data: June 24 - Ju ly 20 or Juna 2 4 - A u gu st 17

D a ta ;
Credit:

June 25-A ugust 14
4 underpaduate hours o r audit

C a d It: 4

T im a :

tw o eeeninp par weak. • =30-10 p jn .

<v *

u n dstgrad u sts or p-aduste credits
Arva S t u d ia 368, 568 or Education 690

In coap arstion w ith the Im titu a Cu ltu ral TenochtM an. Oakland
o f Sp an u h Language and Literature and Mberal i
guast lecture* and extra-curricular i

Instructor: C . V ann. Political Science
oHer a
couraaa
i city o f

The institute w ill provide an op portunity fo r students to evaluate legal education,
analyte the legal system , and to personally in itiate dialogue am ong distinguished
p i sat lawyers, political adsntiaw . and other studentt.

For detailed information plow onto the respective faculty members or
M M e Program Conte for General and Cnee Studies 263 Sooth Foundation HaH Oahtand Uawereift Rochester, Michigan W063
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Cohabitation on the Rise
(CPS)-- If you, like thousands
of other sutdents, are living
with your beloved without
"benefit" of marriage, you're
in good company. The U.S.
Census Bureau reports that,
over the past decade, the num
ber of such couples has more
than doubled.
As of 1978, an extimated
1.1 million couples - of 2.3
percent of all man-woman cou
ples residing in the same hou9ehold-"co-habitate."
Pennsylvania State University
professor Graham B. Spanier
attributed the popularity of co

habitating to "parents and soc
iety becoming less critical as
long as it (co-habiting) doesn't
result in parenthood, and as
long as those involved are in
dependent economically.”
Other reasons for the in
crease, Spanier told Associated
Press, include the baby boom
generation now in young adult
hood, and a tendency toward
more honest reporting on the
part of those surveyed.
Also, people are apt to de
lay marriage these days, Spanier
said, In I977, the median age at
marriage for U.S. males was

24.0 years and 21.6 years for
females,
the highest since
War II.
Spanier also revealed that:
More than half of the cohabitating couples have been
married previously.
O f this group, 38 percent are
under 35 years old; 30 percent
are 35-54; and 32 percent are
55 or older.
Cohabiting couples are most
likely to live in large cities.
Interracial couples are found
in considerably greater propor
tion among cohabiting couples
than in married pairs.

ID Cards to be Replaced
By Bob Doud
The New-Student Programs
Office has begun use of a new
college
identification
card
which will be phased in as pre
sent !D cards need replacing.
The new card is easier to read,
can accommodate both a regis
tration and food service vali
dation sticker and contains the
rules and regulations governing
use of the ID cards on campus.
An advantage of the new
card is that the price of perman
ent or temporary replacement

has been reduced from $3.00
to $1.00.
According to Bob
Doud, Director of New-Student
Programs, the card has advan
tages to everyone who uses it:
"The food service and registra
tion staffs appreciate having a
validation area which can be
read easily. For students, the
cost of replacing an ID has gone
down 66%, to a fairer price
which doesn't penalize the stu
dent who lost his ID."
Doud stressed that: The new
ID is not a security ID to be
used to identify a student by

age. The purposes of the ID are
to identify students and staff
engaged in events or services re
lated to Grand Valley. Stu
dents possessing the current ID
may continue to use it for the
duration of its validation peri
od.
However, all students
should be aware that permanent
and temporary replacement
cards will cost $1.00 for all fu
ture ID cards. A s has always
been the custom, new students
and staff will receive their first
ID compliments of Grand Val
ley.

(CPS)- In his recent trip to con
fer with Mexican President Jose
Lopez Portillo over oil supplies
and U.S. immigration policies.
President Carter may have used
continuing American participa
tion in the paraquat program
as "a bargaining point."
magazine reports that,
whatever President Carter may
have gotten in return, the two
countries have agreed to con

tinue their bilateral spraying of
Mexican marijuana fields.
The magazine quotes an
"American cultural attache" as
saying "The paraquat program
may have become a bargaining
point for Carter" during the
February summit in Mexico.
White House press secretary
Jody Powell acknowledged the
paraquat program-known as
Operation Condor-was discuss

ed. The discussion, he said
centered on new kinds of "m ar
kers" for paraquat-treated mari
juana that might find its way in
to the U.S. The herbicide's
health and environmental ef
fects were not included in the
bargaining.
The Mexicans were reported
ly "shocked" and "outraged"
that the U.S. would consider
ending Operation Condor.

Carter Uses Paraquat

(TJC)-Marching to the beat of a different drummer? Marching....No. Different drummer....
Most definitely. Jim Petercsak is nationally known as a leading educator in contemporary music,
as well as an accomplished percussionist. Mr. Petercsak has performed with Liza Minelli, Liberace
Sergio Franchi, and Sammy Davis Jr. to name but a few. He is this week's guest artist in TJC's
Exploration Series. Mr. Petercsak will be holding a percussion clinic on Thursday, April 5, at
8:00p.m. and....It's free!

Social Security Students
may Lose Benefits
(G.R.)-Social security student
beneficiaries were warned today
that their monthly checks will
stop if they don't complete and
return a required school enroll
ment report.
Robert P. Fleminger, social
security district manager in
Grand Rapids said reporting
forms are being mailed to the
more than 850,000 students 18
to 22 whose monthly social se
curity cherks currently total
$1.7 billion a year.
“This spring, for the first
time, school officials are being
asked to verify on the form
that the student is enrolled on
a full-time basis," Fleminger
said.
“ If a student fails to return
the form, or the form comes
back without the necessary
school certification, the stu
dent's monthly checks will be
stopped."
Students 18 to 22 may qual
ify for social security payments
if a parent is receiving retire
ment or disability benefits or
has died, Fleminger explained.
Those students are required to
report on the school enrollment
status twice a year.
"We're tightening up on
those reporting requirements
because some students either
are not returning the forms at
all or they are stating they are
in school when they are not,"
Fleminger said. "Payments to
students who are not eligible
cost taxpayers millions of dol
lars a year."
Fleminger said students will
have 60 days to complete and
return the reporting form.
If a student does not return

the form, or fails to have the
school verify enrollment as re
quired, social security checks
will be suspended and the stu
dent's eligibility for previous
payments will be investigated.
" I f a student received checks
for months he or she was not a

High

Times

Last Day

to return spring term
textbooks
April 9, Monday
Sales receipt required
for refund

full-time student, then tnose
benefits must be repaid,"
Fleminger said.
Fleminger encouraged any
student who needs help in com
pleting the form or has ques
tions about it to cc
social security office.

DIAMONDS
COLLEGE RINGS
AND
THINGS!

Fast

Hours Spring Term
Mon. & Tues. 8:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
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Grand ValievJ Gets Anonymous
Grant
■
A L L E N D A L E , M IC H - Grand
Rapids' expanding downtown
revitalization has received an
other major boost, thanks to
an anonymous gift of $600,000
to Grand Valley State Colleges.
The terms of the gift specify
the funds must be used for con
tinuing education programs in
the downtown area, according
to Grand Valley President
Arend D. Lubbers, who an
nounced the gift at a news con
ference this morning.
"Grand Valiev has been part
of downtown for may years,
but our growth in the heart of
the city has heretofore been
limited by the lack of stateowned space suitable for class
rooms and the lack of state
funds for the development of
such space.
"N o w ," he said, "this ex
traordinary generosity on the
part of a single individual will
enable us to move ahead im
mediately with our efforts to
ward the realization of plans for
a downtown campus."
As a first step in these ef
forts, according to Lubbers,
" I intend to name a committee
to Grand Valley in searching for
an appropriate downtown area
property suitable for the new
center. The group would in elude some of the prominent
friends of Grand Valley State
who have been instrumental in
<

spearheading the rebirth of
downtown Grand Rapids and in
encouraging Grand Valley's pre
sence here."
Lubbers indicated he expects
to announce the names of
these committee members with
in a few weeks.
The gift, in the form of a
charitable trust, may be used
for anything Grand Valley de
termines is needed to develop
its
programs
downtown.
Lubbers said this could involve
acquiring
facilities, funding
downtown scholarships, creat
ing special endowment funds or
other activities. In addition to
needing additional classroom
abd office space, Grand Valley
has long been seeking a site
where academic counseling,
conferences and workshops,
seminars and other functions
could be carried o ut
Other
elements in the institution's
long range plans for downtown
have included the development
of a reference library, a manage
ment development center, and
other support facilities appro
priated to Grand Valley's ca
reer-oriented academic pro
grams.
Studies by Grand Valley
show that a downtown campus
center would serve as many as
1,500 students annually within
two years. The students would
be primarily working adultspersons working for advanced
m «

iy/y
Student Travel Catalog

The Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE), the
largest student travel organization in the U.S., announces the pub
lication of the 1979 ST U D E N T T R A V E L C ATALO G . Now in its
6th year, the Catalog remains the most comprehensive free student
guide available, with 66 pages of information on travel, study pro
grams, work exchanges and international discounts and benefits.
Full details and application forms are provided for the Inter
national Student Identity Card, student accommodations, Eurail
and Britrail passes, car rentals, travel insurance, recommended
books and guides, and student tours of Europe, Israel, the
U.S.S. R., and Asia. While some of the services offered are available
only to students, many are open to non-students also.
The Catalog contains a schedule of C IE E 's 1979 low-cost trans
atlantic student charter program with flights from New York, Los
Angeles and Oakland to Paris, Zurich and Tel Aviv. Students on
this "no-strings-attached" service are able to make firm seat reser
vations at any time prior to departure and travel one way or round
trip. They may fly into and return from any city and are not re
stricted as to length of stay. Also listed are departure dates for
C IE E 's Public Charters between New York and Los Angeles.
The vast network of student flights between cities in Europe,
Asia Africa and Australia roakss it possible for stodsnts to f!y
around the world at affordable student prices. These fares provide
discounts of up to 75% over regular commercial fares and are avail
able in the U.S. only through CIEE or its appointed agents. Full
details are in the Catalog.
Free copies of the Catalog may be obtained from CIEE, Dept
PR-ST79 777U.N. Plaza, New York, Ny, 10017 (212-661-0684)
or 236 North Santa Cruz, Los Gatos, CA, 95030 (408-354-5147)
artr.ir.ptnr; $.50 to cover first class postage and handling costs.
CIlL.UilHy
California Press please Note: CIEE also maintains offices at 1093
Broxton Ave., Los Angeles, CA, 90024 (213-477-2069; 312 Sutter
S t, San Francisco, CA, 94108 (415-421-3473);
and 2511
Channing way, Berkeley, CA, 94704 (415-848-8604).

Photographers
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degrees or seeking professional
training in evening classes.

traction of downtown, the cen
ter will help provide new life,
new jobs and additional stimuli
Lubbers pointed o u t
By for development Some of our
adding significantly to the at downtown faculty, and many

students, would be likely to
choose to live close by--thus in
creasing the cultural, financial
and social strength of the core
city.
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President Lubbers plans for a downtown campus

Free Checking for College Students
One of the things you may be thinking about

right now is how to get by on a limited
budget.
Your money doesn’t come easy and every
cent counts. So we’d like to make you an offer.
A free checking account
that includes the cost
of checks.
To get your free
Old Kent checking ac
count, all we ask is that
you are a college student
and have a validated stu

l.D. card for the 1978-79 school year.
You can take care of all your banking needs
at any one of our 43 offices, regardless of where
you opened your account or where you normally
do your banking.
Stop in at any one
of our offices today
and open your free
college student checking
account. And later on,
whenever you’re ready,
we'll be ready to help
you in more ways.
dent

You’ve got a long way to go.
We’d like to help you get there.

You are needed
and wanted at the
T «

Call or see
Kurt
Bertges
i
Downstairs*

jmmsst*

S C IE N C E FICTION - P U LP S
c o n ic B O O K S

OLD BOOKS- riAGAZINESM O N -S A T
T U C S ii 3 0 - 9 *

"In recent years we have
seen the development of Ven
der berg Center, new hospitals
and office building, a new Con
vention end Performing Arts
Center, plans for new hotel ex
pansion and construction and
numerous outher signs of pro
gress in the downtown area.
This gift to Grand Valley State
assures that we too can play a
meaningful part in this dy
namic process."
Lubbers said the thrust of
the academic propams offered
downtown would continue to
be on graduate programs offer
ed by Grand Valley's Seidman
Graduate College of Business
and Public Administration and
the College of Graduate Studies
as well as upper level undergrad
uate programs designed to serve
persons who have already com
pleted the equivalent of the
first two years.
This arrange
ment thus builds upon the co
operative relations that have ex
isted with Grand Rapids Junior
College and Davenport College.

Metroer F DI C
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El Teatrode taEsperanaa EaSt0Wn Pr°8reSSeS
/

By Linda Merlotti
by Pat Kay

By Pat Kay
The Chicano play "H ijo " (Children) was presented by the com
pany El Teatro de Esperanza (The Theater of Hope) last Thursday
in Grand Valley's Louis Armstron Theater. It is an intensely mov
ing and realistic play about Chicano life and, ir. particular, one
family jn modem urban America, and the changes they go through
over a span of 35 years.
The play addressed itself primarily to the Chicano audience be
cause they are its very source; but the message is universal and can
be understood by anyone. It is an original three-act play with a bi
lingual script The play was advertised to be about the dissolution
of the Chicano family. It is not; but with the mass ignorance
about the Latino heritage and culture, one can understand why
this misinterpretation occurs.
The story follows a husband and wife and their growing child
ren, their move from rural I America and living off the land to
urban city life with all of the harsh entanglements it imposes on
people of different cultures.
The play was long and moved slowly but the impact was unde
niable. The depth of the quality of Latino family was seen and
the influence of American values was also evident in each member.
It can be seen in the father, whose only reason for moving to the
city was for economic opportunity in hopes of raising enough
money to buy a ranch and someday bring his family “back to the
land". The wife and mother, also held the dream of her husband
in the beginning but as her children grew she realized that their
lives were different and the they had needs that had to be met. So
out of love she spends her husbands savings and the dream is
crushed. For may years only she carries this secret in her mind.
The first two children are twins, one a boy and the other a girl.
The boy begins to fail in school (mainly because he can't speak
English). He begins to reject his mother's wish that he make some
thing of himself -and climb out of poverty. He eventually turns to
drugs and gets in trouble with the law. The daughter, in contrast
to her brother, adapts more easily to public school and, learning
the English language well, she excells in school.
She chooses to identify with her white friends and accepts their
values. While in high school she begins to despise her father's
dream, seeing it as fruitless and stupid.
It is the youngest son in whom the spark of hope lies and who
the story turns around. He chooses not to go the ways of his older
brother or sister, but makes his own decisions freely and independ
ently, knowing what he has to do with his life but not forgetting
who he is and what he believes in.
„
The death of the mother cuts deeply into the family life. The
daughter marries and moves away. The oldest boy also marries
and, keeping the family home, he takes care of his father who has
since turned into an unbearable alcoholic. Eventually the father is
placed in an "old peoples" home because the children are too
busy with their own lives.
But in the end, the youngest son, after graduating from college
returns to his father and takes him home. They talk about the
dream and maybe, just maybe, they'll make that dream a reality.
Louis Armstrong Theater was filled to-capacity Thursday, most
ly with young Latinos, but also a sprinkling of White, Blacks and
Indians What they saw was a play that represented more than just
an excellent dramatic piece.

In January of 1973, a community began to take control of its destiny. That struggle is recorded in
"EASTO W N ! A report on how Aquinas College helped its local community reverse neighborhood tran
El Teatro de la Esperanza
sition and deterioration". The book was written by three people: Michael Williams Ph.D., assistant
(The Theater of Hope) was
Professor "in-the-College", Thomas Edison, D.A.G.S., Assistant Professor of Geography, and Linda
formed in July of 1971 by a
Easley M. A., a former instructor of Anthropology who is now teaching a course in Minority Relations
group of Chicano students at
for G VSC at East Grand Rapids High School.
the University of California in
"The book charts the evolution of an organization and the different problems we had that others
Santa Barbara. It is only one
might have", said Ms. Easley. All three authors agree that writing the book was a "learning exper
of over 100 teatros through
ience" but each author clearly had mixed feelings about the book and their part in it. Mike Williams
out the country dedicated to
is proud of the book, yet feels that his chapter may be the "least applicable part” . Tom Edison says
the education and politicaliza
that "in terms of recording the actual experience, the book didn't do^that. In terms of the long run,
tion of the people. They are
of using the book as a tool for workshops, the book as a final outcome may be better than a real ver
dedicated to the idea of crea
sion of events." Easley said that "the unique thing about the book is that is tells you how to work
tively expressing the social in
with an institution. But the College never changed internally."
justices the Chicanos have suf
On March 23rd of this year, Eastown and Aquinas sponsored a workshop entitled, "Reversing
fered and continue to suffer
Neighborhood Decline Through Institution-Community Cooperation". All three authors spoke to the
in the United States. They are
audience, which had come together from Muskegon, Kalamazoo, Lansing, and various organizations
committed to a way of LIFE/
from in and around Grand Rapids. Also present were city officials from a few of the cities mentioned.
S T R U G G LE which says "N O "
Edison articulated a major source of conflict between people in the institution and the community
to the colonization of the Chi
itself "Y o u can't expect the institution to change. The institution will act in it's own self-interest"
cano and " Y E S " to their so
He reminded the audience that " you're organizing for your self-interest, not for social change."
cio-political, cultural and artis
Mike Williams centered on the problem that academics have when confronted with the necessity for
tic heritage.
action. "T he problem is that professionals are not willing to listen and learn from people who are liv
The El Teatro de la Esper
ing with the problems."
anza is indeed a Theater of
Linda Easley also reminded the audience that professional people "m ust get out of the Ivory Tower
Hope. The experiencing of
and get their hands dirty". She also advised that institutional people be "objective about the institu
this hope is its productions,
tion".
its classes and in its audiences.
Gordon Fessenden, the community organizer of Eastown, reflected on the nature of power and told
The hope they speak of is the
those
present to "examine the power structure" to "find out who has power" and what those that
desire for equality and justice
have it actually do with that power.
for all people, regardless of
John Wagner , a V. I.S.T.A. worker, warned that” in between issues you still have to keep people in
ethnic heritage.
volved". He pointed out the various ways that Eastown is doing this; the printing operation, the food
The teatro's most recent
co-op, the home repair services that Eastown offers it? residents.
work is entitled "Guadalupe."
Mary Alice Williams, executive director of the Eastown Community Association, said that the hard
This is an indepth study of the
est part of her job is "dealing with bankers and bureaucrats without selling out".
problems inherent in any
"T he thing that really excited me about the workshop is the growing network of community organi
Chicano area. The teatro tour
zations and people who are involved. People don't even realize what community organizers are. They
ed Southern California and
think it's like social work. Workshops are a way of spreading the word", said Ms. Williams, after the
many cities in Mexico, and for
workshop
many audiences Esperanza was
Fessenden also stopped to say, "Ithought the workshop was beneficial for the people in Western
a first encounter with Chicano
Michigan to get together so that they could find out that they weren't the only people working on
Theater and, indeed, with the
neighborhood problems. I feel that those people made the connection between what an institution
theater of any kind. With the
can
and can't do."
televising of "Guadalupe" in
Ms. Easley pointed out another benefit. “ A lot of people connected up with one another. A lot of
1974 the message of the Chi
addresses changed hands."
cano people reached more
A two day national workshop is planned for June. "These are going to be more institutionally or
homes than any other medium
iented people so they may perceive themselves to be threatened in some way", said Fessenden. Ms.
could have accomplished and
Williams echoed this view. The national workshops will be mostly institutional people who may not
this began to widen the scope
realize the credibility of grass roots people as an effective political entity."
of Chicano Theater's reach.
The tab for the book and the workshop was picked up by the Kellogg Foundation, who awarded
The El Teatros de la Es
the original grant for Aquinas to begin working in Eastown, and who was so pleased by what the com
peranza may not change the
munity has done to reverse it's deterioration that it asked Norbert Hruby, president of Aquinas, to
world, but they are sowing
apply for money to write the book and do the workshops.
seeds: seeds of question,
Now that's progress.
change and concern. The Chi
cano is going to be heard, and
teatros will be a major plat
form for what must be said.

Shakespeare’s "Dark Comedy”
By Mike Hubbell
The comedy "Measure For Measure", will be shown this coming
Wednesday, April 11, at 8:00 p.m. and repeated the following
Sunday, April 15, at 1:00 p.m.
"Measure For Measure" has been considered a "dark comedy"
by many, as it has a tragic overtone relieved by the comic inter
ludes of the humorous characters of Lucio (John McEnery),
Elbow (Ellis Jones), and the bawd Pompey (Frank Middleman).
The play is about a hypocritical temporary ruler, Angelo (Tim
(Pigott-Smith),who condemns to death a seemingly gentle young
man, Claudio (Christopher Strauli), for breaking a law forbidding
premarital fornication. However, the sexual theme of the play is
contrasted with more important themes pertaining to the auth
ority of the state.
Kate Nelligan, who plays the condemned man's sister, Isabella,
correctly views the play as a commentary on, "the corruption <jf
power and the relationship of the individual to the state, rot
about some women's sexual problems."
"Measure For Measure" is not a heavily moralistic commentary,
but a provocative comedy that balances many tools of stage pro
duction. The many elaborate sets, bright lighting, and proper
characterization, all help to strengthen a play which has no great
singularly overwhelming performance
Shakespeare utilizes e disguised Duke (Kenneth Colley) to help
the audience to progress Ihrough the ever-shifting action, which
often times narrowly avoids a tragic outcome.
Overall, little critisiam can be found of "The Shakespeare
Plays" preswiMd thus far. The BBC productions utilize die
strengths of each of Shakespeare's plays, to enrich each perfor
mance for the variety of American viewer's tastes.
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Hovsji^Pk
Have you never lived in a
dormitory?
Here are some
thoughts a few of us share about what life is like here in
the three dorms at GVSC:
R

is for the rowdiness you'll
not encounter here
is for the ogre who fin
ished the last beer
is for the the bed that's
too long for the sheets
is indigestion from the
pizzas that we eat
is for the neighbor who
borrows this and that
is for the spice of life—
the dorms are where it's at
is overdrawn—at least Old
Kent says so
is for the notice for the refridgerator rent we owe

0
B
1
N
S
0
N

C
0
P
E
L
A
N
D

is for the cramming we do
before each test
is optimistic that this
grade will beat the rest
is for the people-some of
them even sane
is for expenses—our budg
et cries in pain
is for lightheaded—Sue!
That's enough Sloe Gin
is for the atrocity of the
rooms that we live in
is for nonmobile-in the
morn we feel that way
is determination-to go to
class, someday

K

is the ''k ill" we yell at
3a.m. when the fire alarm
rings
1 is for the idiot, who sets
off the stupid things
S is for the sleep we always
seem to lack
T is for the time we stu d ytoo much will make us
crack
L is for our lunch—what will
S A G A serve today?
E is for the "excellent" they
might achieve someday
R is to remember the good
time we had here
We wish the same to every
one who will live here
next year.

Indian Students
to Meet
A group of Indian students
will be having a meeting next
Wednesday, April 11, 1979, at
3:30 p.ra in the T.J.C. com
mons. The meeting will con
cern the formation of an In
dian Organization on campus.
So if you want to meet more
skins, come, and bring ideas
about what you would like to
see an Indian club do on cam
pus. If you have any ques
tions, call Pat Kay 531-6104.

PIN E R IV E R C A N O E T R IP
April 27-28, sign-up begins April 11-25
Cost $10.00, sign-up in Room 82 of the Fieldhouse.

By Mike Hubbell
"T h e Shakespeare Plays" continue to produce excellent stage
performances in last week's "Richard I I " and next week s perfor
mance of "Measure For Measure".
"Richard II", the first of Shakespeare's history plays, provided
the audience with a glimpse of some of the best acting thus far.
Derek Jacobi played King Richard, the desparing king who even
tually surrenders his crown to the righteous Bolingbroke (Jon

C A V E T R IP - B E D F O R D , IND.
May 4-6, sign-up begins April 18 May 2
Cost $35.00, sign-up in Room 82 of the Fieldhouse.

Finch).
The role of King Richard is correctly thought to be one of the
hardest parts that any actor can play. Toward the end of the play,
King Richard is forced to relinquish his crown and question his
fragil sanity. Richard’s soliloquy, at this point in the play, is one
of the most awe inspiring performances that the audience is likely
to view. He is reduced to a babbling child and forced to realize his
addiction to images as opposed to the reality of the situation.
Bolingbroke observes, after listening to Richard's self pity. The
shadow of your sorrow hath destroyed/The shadow of your face
Thus, with the breaking of a mirror (the shadow of Richards
face),' Richard ended his allusions and sealed his very real fate.
Jacobi's performance overshadowed the others, who effectively
played their roles, but without great notice. Overall, the play was
a fine initiation into Shakespeare's histories.

R O C K -C LIM B AT G R A N D LED G E
May 19, sign-up begins May 2-16
Cost $5.00, sign-up in room 82 of the Fieldhouse.

Blood Wanted
by Mike Hubbell
At first, the sight of about thirty-five people sitting around with
intravenous tubes in their arms and little bags of blood supported
aloft, reminded me a little of the operating rooms on M.A.S.H.
However, music can be heard anu the donors are relaxing in lounge
chairs, reading books.
The Cherry Street Plasma Center, Inc., located at 920 Cherry
S.E., is a private organization, as is Blood Plasma Components, lo
cated at 1237 28th St.S.W., willing to pay cash for your plasma.
'The method they use in extracting the plasma is simple and rela
tively painless. Donors go to one of the centers, check in, and
await their turn to be admitted to the plasma extraction room.
Once admitted, they find their appointed chair and a qualified
medical technician hooks them up to intravenous equipment and
removes a pint of their blood. The bood is run through a centri
fuge, and the plasma is extracted. The remainder of their blood
is then replaced, and the process is repeated once again. There is
a certain amount of pain involved in the one insertion of an in
travenous needle, otherwise the process seems comfortable
enough.
The donation usually takes about 114 hours, depending on how
many people are waiting. Always call the center beforehand in
order to see if there is a long waiting line.
All types of people give blood plasma. Donors can get $22 by
donating twice a week. They must, however, wait 48 hours be
tween plasma donations. Kay Longfield, Assistant Manager for
Cherry Street Plasma Center, said that they receive between 600
and 900 donations a week. The plasma is used for Cancer Re
search, treatment of Hemophiliacs, and in many other useful ways.
Donors are required to take a physical examination given by
their resident Medical Doctor, before their first donation, which
they are given two dollars for. Then you get a Tetanus Immuniza
tion shot for an extra dollar every week. Every donor receives
$17 to $22, depending on where the plasma is donated, and wha^
specific program the donor wished to participate in.

DAY AND EVENING
1979 SUMMER SESSION APPLICATIONS
Arm N ow Being Accepted By

G R A N D R A P ID S JUNIOR COLLEGE
tN orth C e n t r a l A c c r e d it a t io n )

A com plete t e n g e of Liberal Arte and Buainoaa co u rier
Soma Tochmcal araa oftenn pr
Claaaaa run 3. 4. o r B mornmfla fo r aavan raaoka. J u n e 11
to July 27 Evening claaaaa run tw o nightr par waak
Guaat appitcationa w elcom ed
C O S T : Grand kaputt m rdtats
•.te a— went•—
IT r-n tl- rtudtatt eufuda Grand kaptdt u u e » . e u r * ~
Out al Stale rtsidaatt
aaaaaee.wea.eew

SEND fo r catalog and mail application tor day and evening
aaaaiorta. You can rpgtstar by mart until April 27 You will
ba bdlad fo r your tuition
WHITE Diractor o f Summer Soaaion
Brand Aapida Junior Co da pa
143 S eatw ick H E
Brand Rapfda. Michigan 4 M 0 2

Co-Sponsored by Student Senate Recreation Committee and
Student Activities Intramurals and Recreaction Office.

'Huge Success

L atino A wareness Day

( (

by Pat Kay
Grand Valley State Colleges hosted "Latino Awareness D a y" on Thursday, March 29, 1979. The day's
agenda included Latino art exhibits, music and theatre and a special keynote address by Caleb Rosado,
of the Multi-Ethnic Ministries of Southwestern Michigan, who is a well known Latino Minister and
speaker on Latino Awareness.
The day began with President Lubbers giving the welcoming remarks. The introductions were
given and then Caleb Rosado spoke. The gist of his speech was to be proud of what you are. and
be proud to be Latino. He also described Latinos as being the desendents of the Spaniards and a
people of mixed Spanish, Mexican and Indian blood.
Afterwards, a special presentation was given by Jessie Gonzales, the Latino Education Specialist for
the State Board of Education. He presented certificates of recognition to the Latino seniors who will
be graduation this year.
The entertainment highlight of the day was the play "H ijo " (Children) presented by the interna
tionally acclaimed "E l Teatro de la Esperanza" (The Theater of Hope).
A Latino Art Exhibit was also displayed in the lobby of the Louis Armstrong Theater. The artists
showing were: Jose Narezo, Michael Soria, Victor Ybarra, and Linda Vaquez.
G VSC admissions counselor John Ybarra was Master of Ceremonies for the day. He said that, Lat
ino Awareness Day was a huge success because it made Latino students aware of themselves and proud
of our heritage. And there was a general awareness about Latinos given to everybody in Grand Valley
and Grand Rapids who attended. But the most important thing was that it brought an awareness of
the very rich and beautiful potential human resource that the Latino people and their culture can be in
Western Michigan."
If there is any Latino student or anyone else who doesn't know about the I atino Awareness Club
and would like to join, contact Jose Reyna at 895-4780 or Aida Rivas at 8954640, The club meets
tvery Thursday at 2:00 p.m. in the Robinson pit. Everyone is welcome.

FARMER JOHN’S
WE HAVE CHANGED!
COME ON IN AND
HAVE A LWIK

n'

★ HAPPY HO UR
M O N - F R I. *

i meed me summer mmssion information
•
PM C
rtrk M l

Stale

SPECIALS:

1

-W IE N Y W E D N E S D A Y
-T H U R S D A Y “BEAT
THE C L O C K ”
-L IV E EN T ER T A IN M EN T

*

d ir k r iv e r s b a n d

*

Best Keg Prices in Town!

JS14I 4SS4SS0 - Evaning claaaaa

cay

I

WED. A PR IL 4 -SAT. A PR IL 7

O rC a d IS 1 «H « « M W - Day claaaaa

MATT. PO ST A L I

ML4K23
(517)332-2539

C Y C L E T O U R TO Y A N K E E S P R IN G S
May 12, sign-up begins April 25-May 9
Cost $3.00, sign up in room 82 of the Fieldhouse.

2 - 6 p.m.

There is a Difference!

919 E. Grmi Unt

Exercise

The Shadow of Richard’s Fate
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2*

PHONE:
677-1701

50* off lunch with purchase ,
of$2.00ormore. Valid
| Mon. - Fri April 9th - 13th
*
I 12-3 p.m.
|
l (Limit one coupon per customer)*
i
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China Syndrome”
Too Real
by Linda Merlotti
"The China Syndrome” was an important and provacative film
before the accident at the Three Mile Island. Since that accident,
the fiim takes on new meaning, will get different reactions, and is
infinitely more marketable.
The coincidences betweeen the film and real life are too terrify
ing to ignore. Both of the accidents occurred due to malfunction
ing equipment and human error. In both cases, the power com
panies operating the plants tried to put the best possible faces on
the "events."
When "The China Syndrome" was first released, the critics were
in a hurry to tell their audiences that the probability of what hap
pened in the movie actually happening in life was nil. For some
reason, I find that significant. The critics tend to focus on the
"thriller" aspect of the motion picture, instead of the all too real
questions the film raises.
A full discussion of the similarities and differences between
"The China Syndrome" and Harrisburg will have to wait until we
get as many of the facts as we are going to get, and should be un
dertaken by someone far more knowledgeable than I on the sub
ject of nuclear power. It will suffice to say that the similarities
outweigh the differences.
As a film, "The China Syndrome" takes on more than "just"
the nuclear power industry. Kimberly Wells (Jane Fonda) is a
T.V. reporter who, under the direction of the station manager,
specializes in "soft news." Right away, the patriarchal attitude
that the brass takes toward her is evident. By daily assigning her
to those inane human interest stories that the electronic news me
dia actually assumes that an adult population wants to see, we,
the audience, see just how seriously the brass at K XLA -T .V . take
Wells. When the accident occurs at the Ventana Nuclear Power
plant while Wells is covering it for a possible special on energy, the
brass at K X L A don’t want to get involved and order the film that
her cameraman Richard Adams (Michael Douglas) has taken
surreptiouslyduring the incident, locked up. He steals the film,the
pressure is brought to bear on Wells, and at the same time, the
station manager is telling her not to worry her "pretty little head"
over her (so far) non-existent story.
Concurrently, interesting things are being said about the worker/management relationship. Wells' boss effectively plays her
against her co-worker by using the not-so-subtle threat of sudden
unemployment. The officials at the nuclear plant use the same
tactic with their employees after the accident, also effectively. It
is an old tactic, but an universal one.
"The China Syndrom e" is not a hysterical attack on nuclear
power. There is no big boom in the end. Millions of people do not
die. The film simply, and powerfully, points out the tiny fact:
No matter how many back up systems are devised, no matter how
many saftey measures are implemented, in the final analysis,
you simply cannot account for, or even plan around, human
error. After all, we human beings are unpredictable animals. One
never knoWs what we'll do, especially in the case of an emergency.
As far as the machinery goes, it doesn't take much to cause an ac
cident. One faulty valve will do it. A combination of both can be
disastrous.
There is injustice done in this film,though not to the nuclear po
wer industry, or to the electronic media. Both are accurately por
trayed. The injustice is done to the anti-nuclear power lobby.
"The China Syndrome" depicts people who are against nuclear
power as being an ineffective group given to meaningless theatrics.
In truth, this is simply not so. The anti-nuclear lobby has been
extraordinarily effective in preventing new plants from going up,
and have cost the power companies building them billions of dol
lars.
•
•
,
No matter how you feel about nuclear power, you should see
"The China Syndrome," if only for the performances. Fonda is,
again, excellent. Jack Lemmon as Jack Godell, the plant supervis
or, is wonderful. It's probably his finest performance. Michael
Douglas is also very good. Wilfred Brimely as Ted Spindler creates
a very memorable character out of a relatively small role.There
isn't a weak performance in this film. David Rawlins did a su
perb editing job. The script and direction is strong, even tight and
imaginative.
"The China Syndrome" is surely one of che most important and
most immediate films to be released in a long time. See it.

Jamaica is "Paradise”
by Jay Stevens
M O N T E G O B A Y ' J A M A IC A (C PS)-R as Horatio sucks on the
spliff, and contemplates the dark side of my question. He looks
fierce. His dreadlocks, only two months old, intensify his air of
indignation. ' This Babylon mon," he says, "y'kno w we all im
prison here." All Rastafarians, at least rhetorically, want to return
to Africa and I sense that Horatio is building toward a righteous
condemnation when suddenly he giggles, slaps my knee, and says,
"but Jamaica also paradise mon."
Hours earlier, sipping rum while a reggae band chugged along
in the corner, a hotel manager voiced similar sentiments: "F o r
years your college students have gone to Florida or the Bahamas
for vacation. Why not here? A Jamaica tan is, well, certainly
more exotic."
Ninety miles south of Cuba, Jamaica is exotic to say the least.
The climate pendulums between 80 and 90 degrees, and the water
is a uniform 72 degrees. It is also cheap: the Jamaican dollar was
recently devalued and the rate is currently 1.72 J ’s per U. S. dol
lar. A little bit of money can buy a lot of sun, rum and onmipresent 'herb'.
A trip to the island usually begins in Montego Bay, if only be
cause most planes land at Norman Sangster International Airport.
M o ’Bay is a small tourist city built around the beaches of Chat
ham, Cornwall, and the famous Doctor's Cove. The hills surround
ing the town are terraced with villas and the place has an aura of
qld money diluted with young adrenalin. Elegant institutions like
the Banana Bar now contend with discos. Motorbikes and Jaguars
jostle along the narrow streets.
Hotels abound. A good bet is the Casa Montego, minutes away
from Doctor's Cove beach. A nine story building with its own
restaurant and disco, Casa Montego rents rooms for $34-$40 in
the high season, and about half that in the summer and fall.
Rooms can be turned into triples or quads, thus fractioning the
individual cost down to $10 $15 apiece.
Montego is known for restaurants, although the island doesn't
really have a distinctive cuisine. The national dish is Ackee, a
fruit served like a vegetable, and Saltfish. Perhaps the best dishes
are seafood. Red Snapper, pepper shrimps, small lobsters and
crayfish are common, and prices are comparable to those in the
states. A much cheaper meal can be found in the street, generally
consisting of Patties-small turnovers filled with highly spiced
meat— and fruit. Wash it down with Red Stripe, a surprisingly
good beer.

1W&

Montego is beautiful, but it’s also a city. The real Jamaica is in
the mountains and there are two ways to get there: by car or
horse. In Falmouth, a town east of Montego, I rented a horse and
with several guides rode deep into the hills past tiny villages of
pastel huts. The land originally belonged to one of Jamaica's
largest plantations and borders on a barren, wild tract known as
the Cockpit Country. In colonial times slaves escaped into the
Cockpit and established hidden villages that still exist.
Cars rent for $30, give or take your ability to bargain. With
Jamaica smaller than Connecticut, and public transportation
scarce, a car is the best way to get the feel of the country. The
roads are the kind featured in sportscar commercials: snaking,
worn, and filled with goats and kids.
So rent a car, buy some Red Stripe, and head for Negril-two
hours of Grand Prix driving west of Montego Bay. Negril is a
seven mile parabola of sand that is one of Jamaica's hottest vaca
tion spots. Mention it to the islanders and they roll their eyes,
recalling, no doubt, the nude beaches, the canoes peddling small
paper bags of 'herb', the reggae throbbing from a hundred radios,
the beachside bars and hundreds of young women like the one I
approached one morning
ask how she liked Negril. She popped
her sunglasses off, stared hard at me and drawled, "this place
really gets the essential juices flowing."
Negril is a microcosm of what Jamaica can offer the casual
visitor. At one end of the beach is Negril Beach Village, a clubmed style resort that provides buffet meals, horseback riding,

to

scuba diving, discoing and tennis under the loose theme of "H e
donism". Hedonism at N B V costs $495 during the high season.
At the other end of the beach is Rick's Cafe where habituees
gather to drink rum punch, watch the sunset and occasionally
plunge into the Caribbean some 30 feet below. Rick's is sur
rounded by thatched huts that rent for $40-360 a day (high sea
son), and can accomodate a small horde.
In between N BV and Rick's are a myraid of hotels, camp
grounds and huts-all offering the Negril formula of sun, rum and
whatever else you can hustle.
In the midst of the hustling, though, you might note that Jamai
cans are inordinately friendly. Even the Rastafarians-a cult that
worships Haille Selassie as god and employs marijuana as a sac
rament—will take time out to solve your problems.
Money problems, though, depend on the season. As a rule of
thumb, prices decrease as winter turns to summer, and again as
summer turns to fall. Ask a travel agent, though for specific
prices for when you want to go.

is f f e R A o s e

LITTLE MEXICO CAFE

M oN!

"Authentic Mexican Food”
-•»* In real Mexican style

"TheWetBurrito”
TACOS-TOSTADAS-ENCHI LADAS ~ ,
-Full Service Restaurant
-Daily Luncheon Specials
Fri. - Sat.
-Carry out Available

^ar*mMorales
ii

a.m. -12 p.m.

TWO LOCATIONS:
NEW LOCATION! 10955 48th STREET (3 minutes from G.V.)
895-4326
Corner of Bridge and Stocking Grand Rapids 774-8822

LUTHERAN

CH RISTIAN SC IEN C E
C A M PU S COUNSELOR

Rev. Walt Roberts
St. Jo h n s Church
corner of 48th and Fillmore
Jenison
895-4826

Irma Sevin
3560 Hayes
Marne
677-1783

flu /» ib l£'R j*t> tt{

V)

\\

-

GENEVA M INISTRY

ROMAN CATHOLIC

Rev. Chic Broersma
(Reformed)
11300 Valley View
Allendale
895-4166

Rev. D o n Dow ner
St Michaels C hurch
17151 88th Ave.
Coopersville
837-8792

CAM PUS M INISTRY
COUNCIL
Rm. 124 Lake Huron Hall
895-6611 ext. 111

Gilmary Bauer R S M
Grand Valley Apts. K-10
10224 42nd Ave.
Allendale
V
895-7796
/

Terry De Boer
(Christian Reformed)
312 Manzana Ct. nw
Grand Rapids
.
453-8033
.

TOTAL HAIR
SAlOM

PH O N E N 1 1131

rm ROGtMooe s I

GRAN D VALLEY M IN ISTRY
Rev. Rod Snedeker
U.M.H.E
807 Iroquois se
Grand Rapids
245-7736 (office)
247-7946 (residence)

JEW ISH STUDENT CENTER
Rabbi Yossi Weingarten
1548 Michigan ne

,

Wm i of
Woodland M oll

-rw o • ! * * *
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Don't Miss Parsons
By Stephen Aldrich
In 1968, The Byrds, who had been in the vanguard of progressive rock, released "Sweetheart of the
Rodeo”, an album of pure country and bluegrass styles. While initially confusing many, the album
proved to be one of the most important LP's of its time. "Sweetheart” was the first record to really
break down the barriers between country and rock. The new direction came from The Byrds newest
member. Gram Parsons, who sang most of the songs, and contributed his now classic ballad, "Hickory
Wind".
Parsons, along with Chris Hillman soon formed The Flying Burrito Brothers, the group that set the
country-rock movement in motion. By the end of 1970, Parsons had left the Burritos, and was hang
ing out with theStonesin France. He returned to theStatesand made music here until 1973, when he
died at the age of 26.
Much of Parson's music has been re-issued and carried on by his former duet partner, Emmy Lou
Harris, but his 1967 LP with the International Submarine Band, "Safe At Home", just became avail
able once again. Shilo records have simplytitledthe album "Gram Parsons".
No country rocker (with the possible exception of Mike Nesmith) has ever sung like Gram. He had
a better understanding of country music than most of today'sNashvillehard-core. His own tunes here.
Blue Eyes”, "L u x u ry Liner”, and the ballad "D o You Know How It FeelsTo Be Lonesome", stand
up well with the country standards like "Satisified Mind", and "Miller's Cave". His honky-tonk ver
sion of Johnny Cash's " I Still Miss Someone" is a real treat, with some neat piano work from Earl
Ball. J.D. Maness' steelwork is superb throughout Shilo have packaged the set nicely, and they've
taken the trouble to n-mix the LP up to today's standards. Anyone into country-rock should pick up
"Gram Parsons", ana while you're at it, grab The Burritos' albums and the two solo LP's as well.
G.P.'s influence has been awesome, but credit is long overdue, Don't miss his music this time.

by Paul Donnan
Ho Hum, Another day, an
other almost dollar.
Being
broke here in fun city is a drag
I'm here to tell ya. Ah, but
not to worry, if I remember
correctly tomarrow is payday.
What I really want to know
is, where does all the money
go? I seem to remember col
lecting nice paychecks here
and there, but I don't have a
damn thing to show for it. I’ve
checked all my pockets for
holes. For a time I suspected
evil gnomes were rifling my
pockets while I slept I wait
ed up for three consecutive
nights, crouched behind the
curtains clutching a rubber
truncheon, but they never
showed. Maybe the nite-lite
tipped them off.

M o im t a in e e r ln g #4 .

I blame a lot of it on inflation. Gas is about a nickel
more a gallon this year. A t 50
mpg I'll bet it adds up.
And booze.
What this
country needs is a good cheap
wine. A dollar eighty-nine for
Boones Farm, indeed!
And that's not the worst of
it
Try filling that hollow
space in your midsection on
pennies a day. You can't es
cape Ronald McDonald with a
full belly for less than three
bucks. I'm looking into food
stamps, believe me.

Mountaineering1is a skill
of timing as well as tech
nique. The wrong
moment, like the
wrong method,
marks the gap
between
amateur and
aficionado. So the
key to successful mountaineer
ing is to choose the occasions
wisely and well. When, then, is
it appropriate to slowly quaff
the smooth, refreshing
mountains of Busch Beer?
Celebrations, of course,
are both expected and ex
cellent opportunities to
test your mountaineering
mettle. Indeed, on major
holidays it is virtually
mandatory
to do so.
Imagine
ushering
in the
year or
com
memo
rating
Calvin C.
Coolidge’s

Somethings got to be done.
The rich are getting richer and
the poor are getting poorer.
Taxes are killing us and the
cow jumped over the moon.
Not to worry, I have the
solution. I am hereby formal
ly announcing my candidacy
for the office of President of
the United States, on the
Party Party ticket.
Pot in
every pot!
Listen, here's the plan:
First, everybody vote for me.
When elected I will:
Raise the voting age to 121,
lower the drinking age to 10,
retire the congress, outlaw
government forms and ques
tionnaires,
legalize
casino
gambling, open the U.S. mint
to the public, establish de
tention centers for crazed capitolists, make every other
week a national holiday,replace the bald eagle with the
Harley Davidson, legalize a-

•Fiona 1 n o w

birthday
or throw
ing caution to the wind during
Take-A- Sorghum-To -LunchWeek without the
cum
benefit of Busch. A
disturbing pros
pect at best.
On the
other hand, not
every event
be as signifi
cant as those
outlined above.

buse of any substance, grant
every citizen free checking
with no balance, and nation
alize all beer and wine stores.
Campaign contributions can
be mailed to: P.O. Box 76125,
Hon dura. All checks made
payable to: Campaign for American Sanity and HealthC.A.S.H.

In any event this will be
the last installment of "Tw o
Wheeled Madness" or "H ow
not to get to California in
a Hurry."
To all of you who have
faithfully waded through my
unending and uninvited gib
berish, survived my benign attemps at levity, a heerty thank
you- I'm sure both of you are
very nice people.
Ride free-cauee they're
gonna ban the cycle in '8 1
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Small
victories like exams passed,
papers completed or classes
attended
are equally a
o
r>V>l n
t-w-'VvopUGMJ LC.
Remember the
mountain
eer’s motto:
matricula
tion is
celebration. •
Interper
sonal relation
ships are also
j

pleasures of mountaineering
run the risk of being labeled
social climbers. But such
cheap shots are to be ignored
They are the work of cynics,
nay-sayers and chronic
malcontents.
Similarly, the ambience
of an athletic afternoon (e.g.
The Big Game) is another
ideal moment. Downing
the mountains elevates
the morale of the fan and
hence, the team. There
fore, if you care at all about
the outcome, it is your duty to
mountaineer.
When should one not
enjoy the invigoration of the
mountains? Here, you’ll he
happy to learn, the list is
much briefer.
Mountaineering is
considered
declass^
with
dessert,
improper
during judi
cial proceed
ings and just
plain foolish while
crop dusting around
power lines. Otherwise,
as the hot-heads of the
sixties used to say, “Seize
the time!”

There are
few things finer than
■ taking your compan
ion in hand and head
ing for the mountains,
%transcending the hoh u m and hum-drum
in favor of a romantic
R6PR. Naturally,
couples who share the

1Mountaineering is the science and art of drinking Busch. The term originates due to the snowy, icy peaks sported
by the label outside and perpetuates due to the cold, naturally refreshing taste inside (cf. lessons 1.2 and 3.)

j

Don’t ju st reach for a beer.
e Anneus** Buac* Inc

S» Lou«
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A Banquet of Champions

Villemure

by Rhett Stuart

to stay at GVSC
by Rhett Stuart
(DO M E)-G rand Valley's bas
ketball coach Tom Villemure
will not leave the Allendale
campus and move down the
road to Kalamazoo and Western
Michigan University.
The Broncos announced last

Friday that Leo Wothke, an as
sistant at Illinois the past 4
years, had been given the job.
Meanwhile, Villemure is still
at Grand Valley going about his
business as usual.
However, the Laker mentor,
who guided Grand Valley to a
25-6 recored this season, says

that he would definitely "be
willing to explore"the possibili
ty of taking over the reins at
his own alma mater, the Univer
sity of Detroit, if he were ever
offered the job.
David Gaines, U of D's coach
this past season, has left the

motor city in favor of sunshine
and the head post at San Diego
State University.
But as it now stands,
Villemure has not been offered
the U of D job and contends
that he is just has happy at
Grand Valley now as he has
ever been.

Players Honored
by Lee Lamberts
The awards continue to roll
in for the Great Lakes Confer
ence champion Grand Valley
basketball team as it was an
nounced recently that Junior
Forward Mark Principe and
Junior Center Mark Cheklich
were named to the CoSida
(College Sports Information
Directors)
Academic
AllAmerican teams.

3.1 GPA in Business Admini
stration earned him a spot on
the sixth team.

Mark Cheklich

Mark Principe

The balloting was done
while the N A IA Champion
ships were taking place in
Kansas City in March so that
the results could be released
before the conclusion of the
tournament. Principe's 3.8
G P A in Mathematics quali
fied him for a berth on the
third team while Cheklich's

This is another historical
event for the Grand Valley
Athletic program as these are
the first two basketball players
from Grand Valley to attain
such an award. They are also
only the second and third
G ’V SC atnietes ever to acneive
this award, following widereceiver Tim O ’Calllaghan who
played on the 1976 Laker
football team.
For the season, Cheklich
averaged 12.8 points per game
and 8.8 rebounds per game,
while Principe chipped in with
an average of 10.3 points per
game.
Cheklich was also a
Honorable Mention choice for
the N A IA District 23 team.

Golf Meeting Friday
by Rhett Stuart
There will be a meeting for all those men interested in
playing golf on the 1979 G V SC golf team. Coach Don
Stafford says that all interested golfers should meet at 4 pm.
Friday in room 16 of the Fieldhouse.
Coach Stafford advises all hopefuls to contact either him
self or Dan Karpanty before the meeting, but adds that it is
not a requirement, Stafford can be reached at the Grand
Haven Golf Course during the day (1-842-4040) or at home
evenings (949-8175). Karpanty can be called at the Fieldhouse (ext. 259).
Stafford says he is looking for golfers with a 10 handicap
or better hut says that everyone will he given a look.
Stafford adds that it is important that the team (tart
practicing as soon as possible because their first match is
only two weeks away, on April 19 at Oakland Univarsity.

Perhaps Grand Valley State Athletic Director Dr. George
Mac Donald summed up the whole evening (rest during his
openinq remarks when he called it, "a banquet of champ
ions”.
Anything less would have been a gross understatement.
It was the only way to describe Grand Valley's Winter
Sports Banquet, held last Thursday evening in the Campus
Center Multi purpose room.
Award after award was bestowed upon champion after
champion as the GVSC men's and women's basketball
teams and wrestling squad were honored.
All three teams were Great Lakes Conference champions
and all three went on to shine in post season competition,
it had been one of the finest Winter sports seasons Grand
Valley has ever had.
The success story is even amplified when it is remem
bered that Laker teams have been without the services of
their own fieldhouse since last September.
Nonetheless, the Lakers' performances were paramount.
The wrestling squad coached by Jim Scott wound up
their season ranked 4th in the nation in the N A IA after
winning the league title and the N C A A Division II Mideast
regional.
Meanwhile, the women's basketball squad went unde
feated in league play, won the state small college champion
ship, and finished 3rd in the M A IA W Midwest regionals.
The lady Lakers finished the season with a 21-7 record.
As for the men, Tom Villemure led his squad to a 25-6
record, the G LIAC championship, the District 23 champion
ship, and a much sought after trio to Kansas City for the
N A IA national tournament.
Individually, the accomplishments were just as fantastic.
Wrestler Mike Abrams became the first Laker to ever
wrestle in the NCAA Division I nationals and the first Grand
Valley wrestler to ever be a two-time All-American.
The Lakers also boasted six conference wrestling champ
ions.
Dorr Granger, Tim Horn, Paul Neumann, Mike Abrams,
Ed King, and Bill Rugenstein were all G L IA C champs.
Better yet, they will all be back next year.
Meanwhile, Kim Hansen became Grand Valley's first
woman basketball All-American as she racked up 1969
points and pulled down 1382 rebounds. Both totals are the
highest ever for a woman collegiate basketball player in the
state of Michigan.
Ms. Hansen was also named to the
G L IA C All Conference team and the Michigan All-State
team.
In men's competition, standout senior Chris Raven was
heralded as a 2nd team All-American while teammates
Mark (Hawk) Cheklich and Mark Principe were named Aca
demic All Americans.
The Lakers also dominated the Great Lakes All-Confer
ence squad. Raven and Cheklich, along with Frank Rourke
and Tim Garner were all selected to the G L IA C elite.

MEN 'S BASEBALL
APRIL
5 GRAND RAPIDS BAPTIST JV

lpm

6 WAYNE STATE*
7 at Northwood Institute*
9 SAGINAW VALLEY*
11 at University o f Michigan
12 at Kalamazoo Valley
13 at Oakland University*
14 HILLSDALE*
16 AQUINAS COLLEGE
17 at Hope College
20 FERRIS STATE*
21 at Wayne State *
25 at Central Michigan University
26 at G.R. School of Bible and Music
27 NORTHWOOD INSTITUTE*
28 OAKLAND UNIVERSITY
MAY30 CALVIN COLLEGE
1 at Saginaw Valley *
4 at Ferris State *
5 at Hillsdale Colleg*
7 UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT

lpm
lpm
lpm
2pm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
2pm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm
lpm

Recreation Hours
Fieldhouse open Recreation Hours:
Monday-Friday 6pni-9pm
Saturday 1pm-8pm
Sunday 1pm-9pm
Equipment Issue Room (rm. 45):
Monday-Friday 8am-8:45pm
Saturday 1pm-7:45pm
Sunday 1pm-8:45pm
Racquatfoall Court Reservations*:
Monday-Friday 8am-8:45pm
Saturday 1pm-7 :45pm
Sunday 1pm-8:46 pm
* Except during scheduled deems o
during Intramural Tournaments.

Monday-Friday
Sattrday 1pm-6 :30pm
1pm-7 :30 pm

Outdoor Recreation Office Hours:
Monday 8am-12 noon
Tuesday-Friday 12 noon-4pm
Saturday 9am 11am
Gymnastics Room Hours:
Monday 6pm-8:45pm
Tuesday 6pm-8:45pm*
Wednesday 12noon-1pm,
6pm -8:45 pm*
Thursday 6pm -6:45pm
Friday
11am lpm ;
6pm-8:45pm
Saturday 1pm-7:46pm
Sunday 1pm-8:45pm
*lntramurais may O ka Presidence.
The room may be used MondayFriday from Sam-2pm if Physical
are not i

Kim Hanson first womens basketball player to be selected All American
at G V SC.

In addition to the honors mentioned above, each indi
vidual team gave out awards of their own to their outstand
ing members.
Mike Abrams was named Most Valuable Wrestler by his
teammates. Most Improved Wrestler was freshman Ed King.
And the team's spirit award, called the Suggitt Award after
an ex G V SC wrestler, was given to Dorr Granger.
Women's basketball coach Pat Baker handed out 5 indi
vidual awards. Not surprisingly, Kim Hansen was named
by her teammates as the squad's Best Offensive player.
Barb Hansen, a 2nd team All-Conference performer, was
given the prize for the Best Defensive player.
It was Cindy Daines who got the Hustle award. Daines
led the team in steals this year. Pam Vanderkolk, who
received recognition as an Honorable Mention All-Confer
ence performer, was voted by her teammates to be this
year's Most Improved Player.
Faith Heikkila's 74.5% at the free-throw line made her
team's free-throw champ.
For the men's basketball team, senior Frank Rourke was
voted the Best Defensive player while the Hustle award
was given to Mark Principe.
Steve Hull won the men's Spirit award, and Mark
Cheklich was named the Most Improved player on this
year's squad.
Chris Raven's 89.5% from the free-throw line was one of
the highest in the country and enabled him to be the team's
free-throw champ for the 1978-79 season.
Matt Villemure and trainer Doug Woods were given Hon
orary Awards by the team.
All in all, it was a glorious evening for both athletes and
observers. It was, indeed, a banquet of champions.

Womens softball

Win some lose some
by Suzanne Joseph
(D O M E )—Grand Valley's wo
men's softball team didn't
f r\r

M l r h i n f l n 'c

ennnn

weather before they warmed
up their arms. Instead, they
travelleo to Oklahoma during
spring break. The weather
wasn't much better there, but
the trip was the first for the
team, and proved very successuful.
The women played four ex
hibition games in between
raindrops and sometimes right
after practicing for four hours.
Theylost (2-0) to Ohio State,
and (3-2) to the University of
Nebraska, but beat the Univer
sity of Wyoming (2-1) and the
University of Missourri-St.
Louis (4-1).
Pdbl play began Friday
where the Lakers defeated the
University of Nebraska-Omaha
(2-1), Northwestern Oklahoma
(9 1), and lost to Iowa State
(

11 1
-

).

Their final game was Satur
day: a single elimination tour
nament game against a strong
Southwest Missourri State
team which resulted in a 15-2
loss for the Lakers.
Finishing with 4 victories
and 4 losses was much better
than the players expected they
would do against some of the

toughest teams in collegiate
competition.
This was a good chance for
the players to get to know
aenk
w w .i
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freshmen to get a preview of
what type of competition to
expect this season.
"T his experience playing
large schools will prove bene
ficial come state tournament
time," commented second
baseman Darva Cheyne. " I
learned a lot just from watch
ing other teams, their coaching
styles, and their techniques."
First
baseman
Marlene
Hassevoort mentioned one dis
advantage of the trip, "Every
one got to know Margo well,
and knows what she expects,
but the new people don't
know what Rancourt ex
pects."
Head coach Ann Rancourt
was unable to make the spring
break trip, but didn't hesitate
sending assistant coach Margo
Jonker with the team.
The Lakers are looking for
ward to their fourth consecu
tive G L IA C (Great Lakes In
tercollegiate Athletic Confer
ence) crown, and bettering
last year's 25-9 record. They
opened their 30 game schedule
Saturday, April 7 at 1pm
against Aquinas College at
Allendale Recreation Center.
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Baseball Team

Off to a slow start
by Rhett Stuart
Grand Valley State baseball coach Phil Regan has spent the
past week sitting In his office wondering whatever happened
to all that southern hospitality he so often read abo»t?
Over Spring Break, Regan and his 1979 Laker squad went
to Tanneries where they had hoped to play 0 games in gear
Ing up for the upcoming season. Unfortunately though, the
deep South held no blessings for the men from Michigan.
The Lakers were lucky that they even got to play 2 games on
the trip, as the weather washed out the rest of the schedule.
Ih the games they did get in, the Lakers were knocked off
first by Belmount College 13-10 and then by David Lipscomb

1* 0 .

APRIL
19 at Oakland University
20 at Alma College Invitational
21 at Tri-State Invitational
Angola, Indiana
22 at Ferris State Invitational
26 at Saginaw Valley
27-28 at Bay Valley Invitational
30 at Northwood

Raven selected
to NAIA top 10

K A N S A S C IT Y -,T h e N A IA
All-American second team
has selected as one of 10
members, Grand Valley State
Colleges' senior guard, Chris
Raven.
Raven, over a four year
period of varsity competi
tion, has totaled 1,268 points
in 109 games for an average
of 11.6. He shot better than
50 % from both the court and
the foul line.
This season Raven had 3n
average of 16.7 per game,
having scored 503 points in
30 games.
He shot 52%
from the floor and 89% on
the line. In 86 attempts he
successfully put in 77 foul
shots. Raven also collected
110 rebounds this season.
One other member on the
second team, Tom Kragt, is
from Michigan.
Kragt of
Spring Arbor College, form
erly attended Zeeland H.S.,
GRJC, and Aquinas College.
Three of the N A IA AllAmerican team members are
back for their second year.

Chris Raven

They are Tony Vann of Alabama-Huntsville, Jerry Alex
ander of Drury, Mo., and
Ricky Mahorn of Hampton,
Va.
Other first team members
are : Don Hiebenthal, Wes
tern Baptist, Ore.;
Leroy
Jackson, Cameron, Okla.;
Lonnie Lewis, WisconsinParkside; Lee Johnson, East
Texas State; Rolando Frazer,
Briar Cliff, Iowa; Charlie
Floyd, High Point N.C.;
and Frank Wachlorowicz, St.
John's, Minn.
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10{m

12pm
10m
12pm

MAY

3 OAKLAND, NORTHWOOD,
WA YNE STATE, FERRIS and
SAGINAW VALLEY
4 FURNITURE CITY CLASSIC
Elks Country Club (14 teams)
5 at Oakland Invitational
6-7 NAIA District 23 Tournament
at Bay Valley Country Club
11-12 GL1AC Championships at Oakland

»

The Belmount game showed all the signs of a team's first
game of the new year. All 13 Belmount runs were unearned
and no less than 8 of them were showered on the Lakers in
the 1st inning.
But when it came to offense, the Grand Valley men looked
like a team hot in the middle of a pennant drive. The Lakers
rattled Belmount pitchers for 14 hits en route to their 10 run
production.
The next day, the Lakers took on tough David Lipscomb
College, a team that finished 4th in the nation in the N A IA
laft year. In a rugged pitching duel, the Lakers finally suc
cumbed 1-0,
Still, coach Regan feels his team is coming along well and
says that pitching may be the team's primary weakness.
"B u t," he adds, "if our pitchers come through for us, we
could have an excellent team."
Another big problem the Lakers seem to be facing is the
weather. Not only were 4 of their games rained out in
Tennessee, but they have yet to practice outdoors since
their return to Michigan.
Hopefully, Mother Nature will have the sun repaired in
time for tomorrow's opening conference meeting, a double
'leader between the Lakers and Wayne State. The action be
gins at 1 :00 pm on the baseball field, located just behind the
fieldhouae.

1pm
12pm
10 am

APRIL
7 OPEN
lpm
14 NOTRE DAME
27-29 Mid-American Rowing Championship (MARC) lpm
at Madison, Wisconsin
MAY
4-5 Mid American College Rowing Association (MACRA)
Regatta at Marietta, Ohio
9-13 Vail Regatta
lpm
4-5 Mid-American College Rowing Association
(MACRA) Regatta at Marietta, Ohio
lpm
9-13 Vail Regatta
at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19 OPEN
lpm
26 STATE OF MICHIGAN ROWING
CHAMPIONSHIPS at Riverside Park, G.R.
(U. o f M, MSU, Wayne State, U. o f Chicago)
At Ferris State

Peterson Retires
(BIG R A P ID S )-T h e man who
has spearheaded the growth of
Ferris State College athletics
the past 12 years has announ
ced his retirement. Herbert D.
Peterson, Ferris' Director of
Athletics since 1967, has an
nounced his retirement effec
tive'July 1, 1979.
The 60-year old Peterson
has spent 38 years in coach
ing, teachng, and athletic ad
ministration on both the high
school and collegiate levels.
To honor the FSC Director
of Athletics, Ferris officials
have announced a special
"Pete"
Peterson
Night.
Peterson was honored during
halftime cermonies of Ferris'
final home men's varsity bas
ketball game, Monday, Feb.
19, when the Bulldogs hosted
Oakland in a Great Lakes
Conference game. During the
halftime there was a quick
ceremony so that students
and staff would have an opp
ortunity to honor him one last
time during the basketball
season. Many of his co-work
ers were in attendance as well
as his two sons-one from
Ludington and the other from
New Hampshire. "Pete" re
ceived a Ferris State class ring
and his wife was presented a
bouquet of flowers.
Peterson is credited with
taking the leading role in
Ferris State's growth from
seven varsity sports in1967 to
17 this year including six
women's intercollegiate athle
tic teams. During his 12 years
guiding Ferris athletics, the
school became a member of
the National Collegiate Athle
tic Association (N C A A ) and a
charter member of the eight
school Great Lakes Confer

ence (G LIAC). Peterson was
instrumental in the develop
ment of Ferris' program for
athletic tuition waivers ini
tiated in 1977.
Prior to his arrival at Ferris,
Peterson spent 18 yean coach
ing and administrating at
Northwest Missouri State Col
lege. In th8t time he coached
football, wrestling, tennis,
golf, and swimming in addi
tion to being Division Head of
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Athletics at
Northwest Missouri State.
While at Ferris, Peterson
has distinguished himself in
several national and state
organizations. He has served
as President of the National
Athletics Directors Associa
tion and Chairman of the
Athletic Director's Section of
the National College Physical
Education Association.
On
the state level, he has been
president of the Great Lakes
Conference and a member and
former chairman of the execu
tive committee of tha District
23 of the National Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics
(N AIA).

3pm
3pm
3pm
3pm
9am
330
3pm
3pm

MAY
,
4-5 GLIAC Tournament at Oakland University
8 At Aquinas College
3pm
11-12 NAIA District 23 Tournament at Grand Rapids
Racquet Club
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL
APRIL
7 AQUINAS COLLEGE
9 HOPE COLLEGE
10 UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
12 at Michigan State University
16 at Ferris State
19 CALVIN COLLEGE
20 WESTERN MICHIGAN
21 at Oakland University
23 SAGINAW VALLEY
24 CENTRAL MICHIGAN
26 MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
28 at Hillsdale College
30 WAYNE STATE
MAY

lpm
3pm
3pm
3pm
2pm
3pm
3pm
lpm
2pm
3pm
3pm
lpm
2pm
2pm

1 at Western Michigan
3-5 SMAIAW Tournament
7 at Lake Superior
10-12 MA1AW Tournament

lpm

133

25-26 NCAA Division 11 Championships
at Macomb, Illinois

12

12
12

12
12

12

OAKLAND, NORTHWOOD,

Intramural Activities
Intramural Activitiai Offered*
Free throw contest-sign-up at
•pot— play begins April 10 & 11.
Softball-tipi-up April 10—play be
gins April 18.
Raequetbail doublet-sign-up April
1 0-p la y begins April 17.
Handball-sign-up
bagins April 17.

April

10-p lay

Soccer-sign-up April 17—play begins April 24.

A lm ost Everything

Herbert O.
Peterson

Credits i

a u e u tT A .

5 NAIA District 23 Championships
at Big Rapids
12 GLIAC Outdoor Championships
at Big Rapids

7-Person
Field Hockey-sign-up
April 1 7-p la y begins April 24.
Golf—sign-up April 2 6 —play begins
April 28.
Tannis-signeip M ay 11—play begins May 12.

O F F IC IA L S N E E D E D
The Student Activities,Intramu
ral and Recreation Office is in
need of officii!*. If interested, stop
by room 82 and sign up.

Sign np fo r:

Credits may be earned at tha Univarsity o f I
itonom o by thosa Huaat in Spanish
V IA

MAY

’/y

A 2 year lib e ra l arts c o lle g e in Sp a in 's mess i
liton city.

tall claeses.

APRIL
14 Midland Daily News Relays
at Norhtwood Institute
21 Carthage Invitational
at Kenosha, Wisconsin
28 Midland Invitational
at Northwood Institute

Student
Life Week

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE
OF BARCELONA

foauWl

FERRIS STATE
G.R. JUNIOR COLLEGE
at Hope College
at Wayne State
At University o f Detroit
At Oakland University
City Tournament
(GRJC, Calvin, and Aquinas)
25 At Ferris State
27-28 A t Lake Superio r State
with LSSC, Ferris State, and Northern Mich.
7

11
12
13
14
14
19-20

MEN’S OUTDOOR TRACK

SPEND A SEMESTER HI SPAIN

1

9am
lpm

CREW

J.

-

2pm

MEN 'S TENNIS

APRIL
'
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Goes,
Paddkkss Csnoe
Races,
Trim Bowl,
GVSC Derby
at BUZZ 2M tad

RAVEN

r o c k - n - r o ll b a n d

T I C K E T S $ 2 .0 0
B U Z Z 2 0 6 or P I-K A P P A -P H I G U Y S
pro f i l e g o to :

S T A D IU M Fund Drive
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FOOD & STUF

*O

is now under G.V.L Party Store's
Management.
\

" Stop in and see the old faces
at a new location”.
" Now both store’s will offer
Grand Valley students the same
low prices” .
G .V.L is here to serve Grand Valley at two locations.
Stop in and take a look!!

Located

“I’vegotfiabstBlueRibbon on mymind”

